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experience wild & unspoilt Croatian countryside

be dazzled by the quaint & romantic villages of Dalmatia

city noise sickening you

amazing waterfalls of Top Croatian National Parks included
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Linden Tree Retreat & Ranch is, we dare to say, the best desSnaSon in CroaSa for horse riding 
holiday. Velika Plana valley together with Lika planes is known as the natural haven characterised by 
its beauSful green landscapes & unique vegetaSon whose combinaSon proved to be ideal for the 
creaSon of our ranch with the main acSvity being horse riding. 

Natural resources and wildlife of Velebit mountain provide the opportunity for an unforgeUable 
adventure holiday in CroaSa. Although CroaSa is best known as a summer holiday desSnaSon, more 
and more people are seeking escape from the crowds and traffic and searching for a different acSve 
form of relaxaSon in nature in winter and throughout the year. 

Horseback riding has marked every civilisaSon in the world in the past, making it a natural choice to 
become the main acSvity at our ranch. Our enSre Linden team is made of true lovers of horses 
which offer our guests the possibility to experience an unforgeUable connecSon with nature 
through mastering different types of horse riding skills. On our ranch there are no limits, only the 
freedom of choice. 

A horseback riding vacaSon at Linden Tree Retreat & Ranch will, without a doubt, be one of the 
most memorable experiences of your life. Our wranglers at the Ranch are well versed in natural 
horsemanship and love sharing their passion for horseback riding with guests of all different 
experience levels. Thanks to our various horseback riding programs from our staple 2-hour trail ride 
to mulS-day rides, you are bound to never Sre of the stunning beauty of the Velebit Nature Park 
landscapes, UNESCO Biosphere Reserve. 

On our ranch, we offer various lectures and workshops for the gradual introducSon to horseback 
riding from colt starSng to horsemanship, and for those less eager in horse mastery, we have 
prepared other adventures that will keep you acSve during your vacaSon on our ranch.
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https://lindenretreat.com/guided-activities/


Awareness of nature’s resources  
is taken to a whole new level  

at Linden Tree Retreat. 

Nashua Telegraph

My brother & I spent two nights here. We did a half 
day’s horse riding & a half day’s canoeing. Both 

were very well organised. The horse riding was well 
managed given I’m an experienced rider and my 

brother a non rider – we both had a lovely 
aEernoon on horses suitable to our experience. The 

canoeing was on a very calm peaceful lake with a 
very helpful & knowledgeable guide.

D. Derifaj

Ann, Sweden

Portal  
to what  
MaGers. 
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HORSES & RIDING
Horses & riding in Croatia - 

natural haven characterised by 
its beautiful green landscapes 

& unique vegetation.

GUIDED ACTIVITIES
A Place that is a beautiful         
& peaceful in the Velebit 
Mountains in Croatia.

Our Activites
At LINDEN TREE retreat & ranch
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Self guided 
Activities

Real transforming experiences 
with Hosts that  think about 

every detail Cooperate Events 
& Workshops
Creativity is the key to success! 
A creative man is motivated by 
the desire to achieve, not by 
the desire to beat others.

Off Ranch 
Excursions 

we also organise activities for 
guests who want to go a little 

further afield Evening  
Entertainment
For anyone who appreciates 
nature & peace…
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Environment

“I knew, when I met you, an 
adventure was going to 

happen!”  

Wellness
This place takes you to the 
State of Full Relaxation!

Little Bears 
Kids Park

Awareness of nature’s 
resources is taken to a      

whole new level at                         
Linden Tree Retreat

Cuisine
Their daily baked fresh bread 
best sums up their commitment 
to nature & the local 
community

Winnie the Pooh 
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have an authentic, once in lifetime experience

create the perfect day adventure for you & your loved ones

Not finding your centre 

visit a spectacular part of Croatian wilderness

Cowboy Features

BootsHats Bandana

All guided acSviSes include professional guides with the passion for 
the adventure & a selecSon of gear, such as cowboy hats and boots, 
rain coats & walking canes, available at the Barn. Our schedule is 
designed around 7-day stay so that during your Sme with us you can 
try every acSvity at the ranch at least once. 
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2 HRS           ride
The two-hour horseback riding program is the shortest riding program 
on the ranch with which you can start your cowboy adventure. Inhale 

the glorious scent of saddle leather mingled with wildflowers and sun-
warmed pine. Delight in the simple luxury of experience—the power of a 

strong & willing horse beneath you, the freedom of the frontier—& 
satisfy your yearning for adventure. This scenic ride goes through the 

valley with spectacular views, stream crossings, gorges & meadows.                                                                                                              
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Wagon Ride
Real family adventure as three generaSons (grandkids, parents & 

grandparents) can fit in one of our restored country wagons for a ride  
through the village. The journey will take you close to the farms that 

produce milk & dairy products for the ranch to experience organic 
farming first hand & see where our food comes from. Try your hand at 

driving our team of horses & earn the bragging rights!
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Day Ride
You’ll roam the range, being the one with your trusty mount & the land. This is the 
wrangler’s favourite! Treat yourself with an extraordinary day & experience the mountain 
country on a horseback. Whether you live in CroaSa or are visiSng, a trail ride through 
the beauSful foothills of Velebit Mountain, is very special acSvity for the whole family, 
group of friends, small company get-togethers or just simply for yourself. We provide a 
tasty lunch on the trail and interesSng facts about the land, CroaSa wildlife and flora. 
Enjoy a day full of great moments, fantasSc scenery & fun on our sure-footed horses. 
Join us for the whole day of horseback riding & enjoy a day full of excepSonal moments, 
fantasSc photos of landscapes & guaranteed fun.

Pony Riding
Children enjoy guided pony rides at the Ranch. With our excepSonally calm horses & 
paSent instructors, every child can go through this program while at the ranch & start 
developing basic riding skills. Those with experience can join advance group & work on 
their trokng skills or even try bareback riding.
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Natural Horsemanship
Although the term itself is olen overused & misunderstood, we relate this closely to 
what we consider our own variaSon, Linden Tree horsemanship. What this means to the 
guest is that the experience is bound to go far beyond that of a typical head-to-tail ride. 
Your understanding of communicaSon between yourself & your horse is what will be not 
only discovered but also advanced & understood. It is again one way that we are able to 
take your horseback riding experience from ordinary to extraordinary. Although we 
consider this type of training to constantly be taking place, we also like to help our 
guests understand what it is that we are aler in implemenSng such techniques.

Riding Lessons
Many people tend to think that the horse is the only one being trained in 
this type of situation. Well, that’s not entirely true. We would love to help 
you understand how the horse is not the only one getting an education out 
of our training techniques. We can help riders overcome old experiences 
and instill confidence at any skill level.
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Ultimate  
Cowboy Adventure

Once a year selected few guests have a 
privilege of parOcipaOng in an expediOon deep 

into the mountain & across Lika plain on a 
journey that can best be described through 

the words of those who have taken it before: 
“a trip of a lifeZme” or “best vacaZon ever”! 

AEer you spend a week on the mountain 
listening to the sound of silence & deepening 
understanding of yourself & your place in this 

world, you never look at the life with the same 
eyes. Evenings around campfire & stories 

shared, challenges of daily rides & unexpected 
situaOons ask of riders to bring their best. In 

its own way, this adventure for many who 
have taken it represented a rite of passage to 

their more authenZc self.
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Close to the Ranch 
are caves to visit, 
peaks to climb, 

rivers to cross & 
spacious meadows 

to rest in. The 
possibilities are 

endless & our goal 
is to continue 
clearing and 

connecting trails.

Ride a bike to the 
birthplace museum 
of Nikola Tesla (20 
km /13 miles) to 

Smiljan, or set out 
on a journey and 
find for yourself 

hidden wonders of 
our valley.

Once you’re 
hitting the mark, 
move through 
the secluded 
hillside range, 

where you’ll find 
an exciting 

archery course 
that will put your 
skills to the test.

Geocaching 
combines our 

western heritage for 
treasure hunting with 

modern-day 
technology. Guests & 
groups locate hidden 
boxes on thousands 
of acres of beautiful 
Velebit Mountain.

You have an 
opportunity to 
explore the rich 

and diverse 
region that is 

only 1-2 hours 
drive from the 
Ranch. Plitvice 
Lakes, Zadar, 
Nikola Tesla 

birthplace etc…

In one day you can 
visit a number of 
famous touristic 

destinations together 
with different and 
unique swimming 

locations where you 
can get your fill of 
water dipping and 
refreshment in the 

unique sea expanse.

SELF-GUIDED ACTIVITIES
Explore CROATIA!

HIKING CYCLING ARCHERY GEO- 
COACHING ROAD TRIPS SWIMMING 
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Glide along in a canoe on Lika River 
canyon. Enjoy the exercise when the 
wind is down & the river is still. Get 

your heart rate up while basking in the 
sunshine & splashing a paddle in the 

cool water. Depending on a water 
level, up to four prehistoric dams will 
have to be negotiated by taking your 

canoe on your shoulders while crossing 
a pile of ancient rocks. Keep your eye 

out for wildlife while paddling.

Canoe Expedition Cowboy games
Great fun for company get-togethers 

or groups of friends & families with 
children. Variety of fun & safe games to 
make you laugh & smile and get a good 
work out. Sack runs, tug-of-war, snap-
the—apple, wood chopping, wagon-in-

a-river, spoon run are few of the games 
that we play as a part of this favourite 

activity for guests of all ages.

Winnetou trail 
Jeep is another way to discover Velebit 
Mountain. Trips are guided & take you 
to some of the deepest corners of the 

mountain where wild animals roam 
free. The trip is a combination of off-

roading & hiking. Simple but tasty 
lunch is prepared & served by rangers 

at Veliki Alan mountain hut.

GUIDED ACTIVITIES
Find YOURSELF!
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Zipline
Have you ever dreamed of 

Flying? Do you remember how 
free & excited it made you feel? 

Adrenaline park
Be prepared to be covered in 
mud & clouds of dust at the 
end of the trip.

ATV
These activities encourage an 
open mind & increase family 

connections.

Bear watching
So join us & stay alert, for in 
tranquility of the dark suddenly 
a rustle can be heard…

OFF RANCH EXCURSIONS
Planned with attention to detail & quality!
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• increase in communicaOon amongst employees 

• how to discover & develop desirable characterisOcs of an employee or of a team 

• how to save your team members from unnecessary stress 

• learn the creaOve approach to problems 

• how to increase self-confidence & iniOaOve amongst the members of your team 

• learn to take risk & responsibility 

• development of team spirit 

• fun & recreaOon 

• development of tolerance & self-criOcism 

• how to manage new business situaOons

Corporate 
Events 
& Workshops

16



Archery
Do you have the quality to keep your calm when all 
odds are against you, when you are outnumbered, or 
you crack under the pressure. Our archery competition 
will encourage competitiveness, but also cooperation.Shelter construction

We will awake the primordial survival instinct in members of your 
team. We will teach you how to plan each and every step, how to 
keep calm in a hopeless situation, and final product of your work 

will be an amazing shelter that would shame even Bear Grylls.

Geocoaching
Adults and families choose between intermediate or expert 
levels, allowing them to customize their search by ability & time 
constraints. Children search for boxes while learning about 
nature, history, geography and topography. “Hiking with a 
purpose” is a great way to become acquainted with our corner 
of the European wilderness.

Survival Academy
As city creatures you are accustomed to certain luxuries in your 
life. How will you conduct yourself if you can’t count on those 
little things you take for granted? Do you have the necessary 
knowledge & skill to encourage yourself and your teammates 
to succeed when you are short of basic commodities? How to 
find edible plants & berries, or medicinal herbs?

Leadership & Trust
The activity best suited for upper management of your 

company. But, also for those that aim high. Find out if you are a 
true leader, or you need to still work on it. A true leader has the 
ability to lead people that he has just met to victory, the ability 

to take the team to its goal. Our horses love to be a part of a 
team, so we believe that this will be an especially easy task.

Animal Tracking
Like the corporate world, the nature is full of tracks that need to 

be followed. There is a true art in choosing the right lead, the 
right path that will take you to your objectives. Find out if you 

are a true tracker like members of the special unit called Shadow 
Wolves, or you need to work some more on your instincts.

17



Evening Entertainment
You will come together around our campfire & tell “war 
stories”. You will bond with people that are part of your 
everyday life, with people that are a part of your 
victories & defeats, ups and downs. For liquid courage 
we have prepared libations of all sorts in 
abundance. Our fantastic chefs will keep you fed with 
the finest Lika delicacies, or If you would like us to 
help you organize an event for your company in a 
unique setting, please contact us.

Kayaking
The whole new perspective of nature’s beauty is 
attained when you hop into a kayak and let yourself go 
with the flow down Lika River. While enjoying gentle 
kayaking towards Kruscica lake, explore this canyon 
from within and find out why the whole region is called 
after this river. Refresh yourself and take a swim on a 
beach where you can play and enjoy your packed 
lunch.

Workshops
Linden Tree hosts a variety of workshops and seminars 

throughout the year. Those range from yoga and 
meditation workshops to raw food classes, soap & 

natural cosmetics classes, natural horsemanship 
weekends, etc. Sign up for our newsletter or check our 

blog page for future events.

Float Trip 
River Lika in its total length of 78 km is the second 

largest European subterranean river. It has a steady, 
slow flow, with no rapids or waterfalls. You will enjoy a 

peaceful, relaxing but breath-taking atmosphere of 
unspoiled nature. During the trip, you can encounter 

otter, deer, bear or wolf.

18



Cinema
You will be able to compare your riding 

skills with those of the famous movie stars 
& be inspired to learn a new trick or two 

with your horse?

Dance
Our dance floor gives you the freedom and 
space to show your cowboy spirit & learn new 
moves from your dance partners through 
dancing on the real cowboy music. It is fun, 
playful, relaxing, connecting & as they say: 
“Laughter, is contagious!”

Storytelling
Once a week we assemble in a circle to 

discuss our visions, dreams and wishes in 
life, read cowboy poems or sing. We take 

turns sharing our stories while others in 
the circle listen respectfully. Campfire

During summer nights around campfire live 
music & singing happens. From country 
evergreens to jazz standards & popular 
number there is going to be your favorite 
song you can sing along.

A special place run by special people!
EVENING ENTERTAINMENT 19



Pony rides

Gold panning

Forest day

Cowboy games

Survival academy

Pony painting party
Little Bears 
Kids Club
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NATURE
NATURE

It cannot be synthesised in labs yet it is vital for us to have a 
meaningful & balanced life. N stands for Nature! Nature helps 
boost our immune system, reduces stress & blood pressure, 

elevates focus & mood, accelerates healing,   
& improves our sleep/wake balance.  

By its very definiSon, wellness is the achievement of a 
balance of the mind, spirit & body that results in overall 

well-being. Forest bathing (inhaling beneficial phytoncides), 
acSve & passive meditaSon in forests – especially old-

growth forests, unplugging (from technology) by choice, 
sleeping outdoors (like in our Spis or river tents), nourishing 
your body with natural-sourced & organic foods, massaging 

your body, challenging your body, thrilling your psyche, 
immersing yourself in a demonstrably remote & authenScally 
wild environment, childlike play, & doing nothing at all are all 

prescripSons for improved wellness. 

21

             Ever heard of Vitamin N?  

TO

TIME TO SAY

                     L E T ’ S  E N J O Y  I T  &  H A V E  S O M E  F
U N

!



START

AROMATHERAPY

MASSAGE

JAPANESE  
OFURO HOT TUB YOGA

MEDITATION

SWIMMING POOL

WELLNESS
This Place takes you to the state of full relaxation!

END
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TuesdayMONDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAy FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

Riding Lessons

Children’s ride  

Day ride  

Wagon ride  

Cowboy games  

Winnetou trail  

Canoe expedition  

Off-ranch adventure day  

Little Bears kids club  

23A C T I V I T Y  SCHEDULE
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Bio-dynamic & organic
Ingredients that we source hold the 

principles of bio-dynamic and organic 
farming methods. Not all are certified, 
however, we make sure we know our 

suppliers; after all they are our neighbours 
and family members. And then there is our 

highly praised mare’s milk. Few drops of that 
painstakingly drawn elixir has been known 

for ages to cleanse and rejuvenate the body.

A vegetable and herb gardens on the 
property provide fresh greens, vegetables, 

carrots, onions, edible flowers and garnishes 
helping reduce the carbon footprint. Dishes 
like the summer salad of baby greens, semi-

dried tomato pears, roasted beets and mixed 
herbs are 100% sourced from the garden.

We enrich your dining experience with 
leaves, plants, mushrooms and berries 

foraged from the woods. In fact, foraging has 
become a daily routine for our chef and his 
sous-chefs. It’s our goal to have something 
foraged on your plate at every meal. In this 
way we bring Nature into the dining room.

Fresh & Local From Nature

25
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Coffee & Tea
Our signature oriental coffee is brewed from 

the finest Arabica beans specially selected by 
our Master Chef Megi, who grew up in old 
Sarajevo where secrets of preparing coffee 

are passed down from generation to 
generation. Her passion for Nature is evident 

in herbs she picks on the mountain for 
Linden tea mixtures. And there is inevitable 

cowboy coffee, made daily on our trusty 
Dora, a cast iron wood stove.

River and seas caught fish and wild venison 
from the forests nearby are ranch specialties. 

Our dairy, poultry and beef all come from 
community-based cooperatives and are 

100% organic and free-range. Once a week 
we organise trips to visit these local farms. 
Our little guests accompany our sous-chef 

every morning to a neighbour’s chicken coop 
to bring fresh breakfast eggs. 

Our bread is baked from three types of 
locally grown grains (rye, barley, wheat) and 

slowly fermented. It is baked inside a big 
wood-fired bread oven, as a part of 

community collaboration. Suitable even for 
gluten sensitive people, due to antique grain 

varieties.

From the wild The Bread



Our Beer
We produce two types of beer, both 

brewed in lager style with aromatic 
hops. One is called Moustache beer 

and the other one aims to please a 
cowgirl in you and is affectionately 

called Beer for women.

It is helpful for us to know in advance of 
any restrictions, allergies, or special 

medical conditions, so that we can best 
serve you. Our modern natural cuisine 
favours reduction sauces over cream-

based, vegetable-based broths over meat 
stock, organic ingredients over 

conventional, and a light healthy (and 
incredibly delicious) style of cooking.

Our commitment to balanced and 
restorative cuisine has been recognised 

by Michelin guide editors who 
honoured us in two consecutive 

editions, both in 2016 and 2018, by 
listing the Ranch in their little big book!

Special Needs Michelin Guide

27



ENVIRONMENT

Community Integrity

Drop by drop Development

Responsibility Evolution

28

ENVIRONMENT

Linden Tree Retreat & Ranch is 

located inside Velebit Mountain, 

specifically inside Velebit NaSonal 

Park. In 1978, the park was declared a 

UNESCO Biosphere Reserve. The 

spirit of the Biosphere Reserve 

governs Retreat & Ranch operaSons 

& forms the backbone of all policies & 

sustainable development. Linden Tree 

is commiUed to exist in Velebit 

Mountain in an enSrely sensiSve & 

environmentally sustainable manner. 

To that extent, we developed a 

concept that puts human in the 

center of aUenSon in order to create 

a balanced & integrated living systems 

for all creatures. We call this concept 

CIDER, which is an acronym for 

Community, Integrity, Development, 

EvoluSon & Responsibility.

Awareness of nature’s resources  
is taken to a whole new level  

at Linden Tree Retreat. 

Linden Tree Retreat & Ranch  
conSnually strives to ensure  

that the tourism brought to the  
area benefits local community. 

Throughout this process we remained  
in integrity with our social mission  
“to create opportuniSes for collaboraSon  
across human wildscapes, extracSng  
underlying common principles.

Linden Tree Retreat & Ranch  
conSnually strives to ensure  

that the tourism brought to the  
area benefits local community. 

Throughout this process we remained  
in integrity with our social mission  
“to create opportuniSes for collaboraSon  
across human wildscapes, extracSng  
underlying common principles.

Linden Tree Retreat & Ranch  
conSnually strives to ensure  

that the tourism brought to the  
area benefits local community. 

Throughout this process we remained  
in integrity with our social mission  
“to create opportuniSes for collaboraSon  
across human wildscapes, extracSng  
underlying common principles.
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M O R E  O N  S L I D E  3 4

Casitas
O P T I O N  2

Casitas represent finest in the luxury outback living. In shape they are 

reminiscent of African mud huts to evoke the times of great expeditions.

M O R E  O N  S L I D E  3 3

Buffalo Lodge
O P T I O N  1

Built in 1924, this mountain cabin offers laid 

back and relax country style luxury.
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M O R E  O N  S L I D E  3 5

En-suite rooms
O P T I O N  3

Four en-suite rooms will give you maximum comfort with their distinctively 

arranged interior in which every piece of furniture tells its own story.

M O R E  O N  S L I D E  3 6

Lakota tipi
O P T I O N  4

On the property, there are genuine American Indian tipis made by 

Nomadics Tipi in North America that made tipis for Kevin Costner’s 

movie “Dances With Wolves”. 
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B O O K  N O W

MAKE BOOKING
Our Package is on high demand.  

Contact us today to reserve YOUR PERSONALISED experience.

M O R E  O N  S L I D E  3 7

River tents
O P T I O N  5

The newest addition to the distinctive array of guest ranch 

accommodations includes River tents—safari tents on the river bank.

32



Built in 1924, this mountain cabin offers laid back and relax country style luxury. Old-
fashioned charm and the rusOc flavor of fronOer living all superbly blended with casual 
elegance.RestoraOon followed tradiOonal construcOon techniques. On the first floor sits 
bedroom, rusOc bathroom with a two-meter long soaking tub, living room, balcony 
overlooking the Square, private terrace with mountain views and kitchen. On the second 
floor, the Lodge is appointed with a luxury suite that includes a sipng area and separate 
bathroom. Designed to be reminiscent of Scandinavian wooden houses, its minimalisOc 
clean lines will appeal to those seeking finer things in life. The Lodge can accommodate 
up to 8 people. Self-catering and personal chef service are available in the lodge.
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Casita Stella & Luna represent finest in the luxury outback living. In shape they are 
reminiscent of African mud huts to evoke the Omes of great expediOons. Inside, finely 
appointed with handwoven middle-eastern wool rugs, handmade furniture, extra large 
duvets (to ensure you stay snug and warm at night), fine linens, embroidered ultra-fluffy 
towels & plush robes, slippers, hair dryer and natural ameniOes (shampoo, loOon, 
condiOoner, coGon balls, q-Ops). Each of them consists of master bedroom, working & 
reading area with cast iron wood stove for cozying up in front with a good book on a 
chilly evening. In building Stella & Luna, we took a great care & consideraOon for the 
people with special physical needs.Therefore, both exterior and interior are designed on a 
single level which enables unobstructed movement. With private gardens outside, 
swimming pool & Japanese hot tub only meters away, you can consider them a private 
retreat in their own right. 
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Four en-suite rooms will give you maximum comfort with their disOncOvely arranged 
interior in which every piece of furniture tells its own story. Two double rooms (Bear 
Cave, Sweet Grass) & two single rooms (Ponderosa, Wrangler) will cradle you with their 
carefully appointed furniture, featherbeds, massage showers, uncluGered simplicity & 
above all nurturing silence as a result of natural, sheep’s wool insulaOon that is sourced 
from sheepherders in the valley. Wood for building doors, windows & furniture was 
sourced at the ranch as part of sustainable forestry program and it was built in 
collaboraOon with a local carpenter. This way local people benefit from your stay in these 
small but beauOful dwellings. They come with private porches where you can wash down 
trail dust & enjoy a cold beer, while watching evening seGle over the valley. 
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On the property, there are genuine American Indian Opis made by Nomadics Tipi in 
North America that made Opis for Kevin Costner’s movie “Dances With Wolves”. Being 
inside a Opi is living a step closer to nature. During the day, a Opi has a mellow even 
illuminaOon that has never been equaled in a house. When it rains, it is cozy & dry inside 
while the drumming of the raindrops overhead soothes the soul. At night, especially 
during the full moon, shadows of surrounding trees are painted on the cover of the wall 
and with clear skies, stars shine down between the poles. Guests staying in Opis have 
their own detached private bathrooms conveniently located within meters from the Opi. 
Bathrooms are fully equipped with hot-water showers, toilets, bathrobes, slippers & 
toiletries. 
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The newest addiOon to the disOncOve array of guest ranch accommodaOons includes 
River tents—safari tents on the river bank. They feature twin bed accommodaOon & 
enough room under the beds four your luggage, top-grade cot beds dressed with the 
finest linens, ameniOes, private baths, & front porch rocking chairs to relax aEer a day in 
the saddle. Bathrooms are detached & are 50 yards away. Each bathroom is fully 
equipped with hot water showers, wash basins, toilet & a full array of toiletries, including 
plush bathrobes & slippers to keep you cozy. We call this a bush experience with a dash 
of luxury. Another name for it is glamping. Whichever way you call it, we are confident 
you will have a deep rest & real connecOon with nature. 
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We at YALLA.HOLIDAY believe in the importance of giving back & spreading positive energy. Why not try yourself?

LIFE Circles
Maintaining a balanced life is becoming increasingly more important for your personal health & well-being in a fast-paced, modern world.  
Sustaining a balanced diet, alongside personal fitness, can help improve & stabilise overall health & wellbeing.65%

LIFE Report
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